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"Wild Planes and Air/fields: An Allegory of 21st-Century Landscape"

Peter Galison

Evening Keynotes
as a site of design through a range of practices.
recently reasserted their historic claims on the air/field
discourse. In spite of this, landscape architects have
life of cities, yet they remain peripheral in design
landscape. Airports have never been more central to the
designers including Agence Ter, GROSS.MAX., Hargreaves
features work by leading landscape architects and
Architect.

Project Presentation
"Air/field Ecologies: New Hybrid Landscapes from Management"
Suleiman Osman
"The Anti-Airport Landscape: Local Protest Against/Uni00A0Airports in
University of Erfurt/ , University of Toronto

"Air Quality: From Airports to the Global Atmosphere"
"Interstitial Landscapes: Regimes of Control and the Production
University of Erfurt/ , University of Toronto

"Airport Infrastructure: From Flows to Events"
Diane Davis

moderated by , Harvard GSD

"Hellenikon Metropolitan Park"
David Pascoe
Keynote
"Terminal Termination"
Charles Waldheim
Project Presentation
"Symbols of a New Age?: American Airports and the Limits
of Mobility"
Anke Ortlepp

moderated by , Harvard GSD

"Two Decades of Airport Transformations"
Irene Copper,
Hargreaves Associates
Project Presentation
"Conversion"

"Human Settlements, Airports, and Decommissioning"
Dominick Pisano

"Confronting the Old Field: An Interview with Michael S. Smith"
"Load and Flow: From Flows to Events"
workshop: Ken Smith Landscape Architect

Charles de Gaulle, 2007 (above)
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